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ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR TWO CORRELATEDPARTICLES IN A HUBBARD MODEL�E. Vallejo, O. NavarroInstituto de Investigaiones en Materiales, UNAMApartado Postal 70-360, 04510 Méxii D.F., Méxii, Mexioand J.E. EspinosaFaultad de Cienias Físio-Matemátias (Posgrado en Optoeletrónia) BUAPPuebla Pue., Méxio, Mexio(Reeived July 10, 2002)The extended Hubbard Hamiltonian is solved analytially for the ase oftwo-partiles in an in�nite one-dimensional lattie, using a real-spae map-ping method and the Green funtion tehnique. The results obtained are inagreement with the numerial solution previously reported by O. Navarroand C. Wang Solid State Commun. 83, 473 (1992).PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd, 71.10.Li, 71.27.+a1. IntrodutionThe Hubbard model [2℄ is the simplest one used to desribe orrelationsin narrow-band systems and have been studied extensively. However, evenwhen the Hubbard model is oneptually very simple, this model is verydi�ult to solve in general, but there are few tratable limits. When thebonding dominates, we have the so alled weak oupling limit whih leadsto a non-interating eletron gas and is therefore fairly well understood.Strong-oupling limit, is hardly understood at all. In this paper we wish toaddress the low-density limit [3,4℄, two-eletrons in a one-dimensional emptylattie. We found the analytial solution of this problem for the extendedHubbard Hamiltonian, using a real-spae mapping method and the Greenfuntion tehnique. In Setion 2. we present the analytial solution for thetwo partiles in an empty lattie, Setion 3. summarize our results.� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(761)



762 E. Vallejo, O. Navarro, J.E. Espinosa2. Two orrelated partile in an empty lattieThe extended Hubbard Hamiltonian may be written in real spae asH = Xhi;ji;� ti;j+i;�j;� + UXi ni;"ni;# + V2 Xhi;jininj ; (1)where hi; ji denotes nearest-neighbor sites, +i;� (i;�) is the reation (annihi-lation) operator with spin � =# or " at site i, and ni = ni;" + ni;# ; whereni;� = +i;�i;�. The transfer integral ti;j will be written as ti;j = t, whihmeans that all the hopping proess have the same probability. It is worthmentioning that in priniple, the parameters U and V are positive beausethey are diret Coulomb integrals. However, U and V ould be negative ifattrative indiret interation through phonons or other bosoni exitationsare inluded and are stronger than the diret Coulomb repulsion.We analyzed the Hubbard model by using the mapping method pre-viously reported [1℄, whih allows us to diagonalize exatly the HubbardHamiltonian for an in�nite lattie and whih will be very useful to �nd theanalytial solution of two interating eletrons in a one-dimensional emptylattie.In general, this method will map the original many-body problem ontoa one-body one with some ordered site-impurities in an nd-dimensional lat-tie, n being the number of eletrons and d the dimensionality of the orig-inal system. In this hyper-spae lattie, the on-site (U) and the nearest-neighbor (V ) interations from the original Hubbard Hamiltonian beomethe self-energies of the site-impurities. So, in order to �nd a solution forthe n-interating partiles we should solve the new e�etive Hamiltonianequation H =Xi "ib+i bi +Xi;j ti;jb+i bj ; (2)where the operator b+i reate the many-body states, jii, and "i representsthe self-energy of the two-eletron states [5℄. Sites represent the two-bodystates and not the usual Wannier wave funtion.3. Analytial solutionTo �nd the ground-state analytial solution of the two-interating ele-trons in a one-dimensional lattie, we should �nd the solution of the impurityhain [5℄, using the new e�etive tight-binding Hamiltonian.The one-dimensional impurity hain has three impurities, one at the en-tral site with energy "1 = U and two at the nearest-neighbors with energies"2 = V (at the position l = 1) and "3 = V (at the position l = �1). Let



Analytial Solution for Two Correlated Partiles in . . . 763us analyze eah of these ases for the ground state K = 0 (� = 2t) and �ndthe binding energy.(a) The �rst ase orresponds to the entral impurity with energy "1 = Uand the other two impurities "2 = "3 = 0. The binding energy� � �(B+E)is given by � = B0�s1 +�UB�2 � 11A : (3)for U < 0, B = j2�j is the semi-band width for the ase of two partileswithin the independent partile approximation This is the binding energyfor a two-interating eletrons in a one-dimensional lattie with an attrativeon-site interation U and a nearest-neighbor interation V = 0 [1℄.(b) The seond ase orresponds to the system with a entral impuritywith energy "1 = U and a seond impurity at the position l = 1 with energy"2 = V and the third impurity "3 = 0, we obtain the binding energy for oursystem� = B0�2UV (U + V )� �2UV �B2�q(U � V )2 +B2B (B2 � 4UV ) � 11A : (4)Eq. (4) is valid for U; V < 0 and the ases U > 0; V < 0 or U < 0; V > 0are limited to UV +B(U + V )=2 < 0.() The general ase, it means, a system with three impurities: oneimpurity at the entral site with energy "1 = U , a seond impurity withenergy "2 = V at the position l = 1 and a third impurity with energy "3 = Vat the position l = �1, we obtain the binding energy � = �B(1� x).x = 16v �C2 + �4v3u+ 10v2 + 4v2u2 + v4 � 8vu+ 1C2 + v2 + 4vu� 1� (5)for v � 0, andx = � 112v �C2+�4v3u+10v2+4v2u2+v4�8vu+ 1C2 +2�8vu�2v2�� 112v ip3�C2 � �4v3u+ 10v2 + 4v2u2 + v4 � 8vu+ 1C2 � (6)for v > 0, where x = EB ; u = UB ; v = 2VB ; (7)



764 E. Vallejo, O. Navarro, J.E. Espinosawhih is valid for E2 > B2. The oe�ients C1 and C2 are given byC1 = 6v ��3u2 � 42v2u2 + 42vu+ 36vu3 � 3v4u2 + 12v3u3 � 12v2u4+3v4 + 33v2 � 6v3u� 3�1=2 ; (8)C2 = ��6v5u+ 12v4u2 � 42v3u+ 15v4 + 39v2 � 8v3u3 + 24v2u2 + v6+12vu� 1 + C1)1=3 : (9)The ondition for pairing in our limit of low onentration isp(1 + u)(1 + v)� 1 < 0 : (10)This is the analytial solution for the binding energy of two-interatingeletrons in a one-dimensional in�nite lattie with an on-site interationU and a nearest-neighbor interation V . The analytial expression is inomplete agreement with the numerial solutions obtained previously in realspae [1℄. 4. ConlusionsIn this paper we studied the diluted limit of the Hubbard model, usinga real-spae mapping method and the Green funtion tehnique. In the aseof two-interating partiles using an extended Hubbard Hamiltonian in anin�nite one-dimensional empty lattie we have arried out the analytialsolution for the ground state binding energy. The results are in agreementwith the numerial solution obtained previously [1℄. It is worth mentioningthat one of the advantages of our study is that we have worked in real spae,so we ould be able to analyze eletroni orrelation in non-periodi lattiesor disorder systems. REFERENCES[1℄ O. Navarro, C. Wang, Solid State Commun. 83, 473 (1992); O. Navarro,C. Wang, Rev. Mex. Fís. 38, 553 (1992).[2℄ J. Hubbard, Pro. R. So. A276, 238 (1963).[3℄ F. Marsiglio, J.E. Hirsh, Physia C 171, 554 (1990).[4℄ J.E. Espinosa, O. Navarro, M. Avignon, Eur. Phys. J. B18, 9 (2000).[5℄ E. Vallejo, O. Navarro, J.E. Espinosa, submitted to Rev. Mex. Fís.


